
 

THE chief executive of the National Arts Council (NAC), Mr Benson Puah, recently sent chills down the 

spines of some artists.

In his first full-length interview since taking over the helm of NAC last year, he addressed the 

controversial decision earlier this year when the council cut the funding for arts group Wild Rice by 

$20,000 to $170,000.

When the news broke in May, the council had said it would not fund projects 'which are incompatible 

with the core values promoted by the Government and society or disparage the Government'. 

In the interview two weeks ago, Mr Puah elaborated on the reasons for the funding cut. The issue 

with Wild Rice, known for putting on cheeky plays dealing with political themes, is 'cumulative', he 

said.

Funding guidelines have always existed and are spelled out in the grant contracts. This time round, 

the council decided to be upfront about the reasons for the cut - to send, as he put it, a 'gentle 

reminder' to arts groups that they have to comply with funding guidelines if they want to accept 

government money.

While he did not spell it out, his message came through loud and clear: Other arts groups may face 

funding cuts if they put up performances contrary to guidelines not to 'disparage' the Government. 

While Mr Puah should be commended for candour, the impact of his words is another matter. After 

all, he heads the NAC, a statutory board whose twin missions are to nurture artists and make the arts 

integral to the lives of Singaporeans.

Mr Puah himself has impeccable credentials as an arts administrator: He has been with The Esplanade 

since 1998 where he is credited with steering the arts centre to its premier position. He remains its 

chief executive. 

As NAC chief, Mr Puah will have oversight of the council's grant-making decisions. He has said he 

prefers to support artists and new groups, rather than spend NAC funds on high-prestige events that 

have little impact.

These are laudable objectives consistent with NAC's first aim of nurturing artists - which should 

include giving artists the space and resources to express themselves.

The Singapore arts scene is made up of a myriad of voices. Some are conservative, others are liberal. 

Some are critical of the status quo, others are pro-establishment. Unless they are outright 

defamatory or explicitly fan racial hatred, they deserve to be heard, because they are artistic 

expressions of Singaporeans and are the product of Singaporean experiences. 

The role of the arts council is to nurture a diverse and healthy arts ecosystem. Funding should not be 

used to weed out critical or non-conformist views.
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The funding cut is a classic case of 'soft censorship'. Instead of banning a production or insisting on 

having certain lines taken out of scripts, funding is used to influence content. 

The arts council wields a lot of influence and power because many arts companies rely on a share of 

its grants, which came up to $6.79 million last year. 

Established companies receive more money. Last year, Singapore Dance Theatre received $750,000, 

The Necessary Stage $335,000 and TheatreWorks $310,000, all spread over two years.

Newer groups such as Cake Theatrical Productions and T.H.E. Dance Company received $55,000 and 

$78,000 respectively in annual grants. More experimental and newer arts groups tend to be more 

reliant on government grants.

Wild Rice, an established company which relies mainly on ticket sales, has operating costs of $4.67 

million this year. The $20,000 cut is less than 0.5 per cent of that amount. As Mr Puah noted, the cut 

is symbolic, not crippling. 

But the cut goes deeper than the $20,000 figure would suggest, and is felt by more arts groups than 

Wild Rice.

It is the principle at stake that matters.

Some people would argue that artists who object to the funding criteria can choose not to accept 

government funds. Want to criticise the Government? Do it on your own dime.

The counter to that is that the NAC is funded by taxpayers' money. It should serve the general public 

interest. 

It should not be the job of the arts council to be the custodian of 'core values promoted by the 

Government'. The criterion that should be used to judge a production or an arts company is artistic 

excellence. It is possible for a piece of work to 'disparage' the Government or be incompatible with its 

'core values', and still be considered a good work of art. 

George Orwell's novel Animal Farm, which Wild Rice adapted and restaged this year in Singapore and 

Hong Kong, disparages authority figures but the book is recognised as one of the best political 

allegories in modern times.

Closer to home, Eleanor Wong's controversial play, The Campaign To Confer The Public Service Star 

On JBJ, staged by Wild Rice in 2006 and 2007 is a landmark work in Singapore theatre that combines 

political themes - the fear of being seen to support an opposition figure - with a moving personal 

story.

The funding philosophy of the Singapore arts council is at odds with the 'arm's length' funding 

practised by leading arts councils in the world, including those in the United States, Australia, Britain 

and Hong Kong. These councils assess arts groups and decide on grants based on artistic merit; there 

is no question of withdrawing funds because the content could offend some authority, public or 

private. 

If the NAC's mission is to make the arts an integral part of the lives of Singaporeans, this should 

include funding their experience of all varieties of art, not selectively.

If an artist crosses the line and breaks the laws against defamation and sedition or disrupts racial or 

religious harmony, let the law come down hard on the artist. If a production is deemed incompatible 

with the 'core values' of Singapore, let the Media Development Authority slap the appropriate 

audience advisory on it.

But the NAC should stick to its mandate and promote artists and their art. Using arts funding to 

encourage the 'right' kind of art will make for a more impoverished arts scene.

chiahta@sph.com.sg 
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